GREAT PYRENEES ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
VENTURA, CA
JANUARY 19, 2018
SHOW I

CONFORMATION – JUDGE: MR. WALTER SOMMERFELT
BEST OF BREED: GCH G EY S E E R CREEKS COWBOY CHROME; Norina & Clayton Shields
BEST OF WINNERS: R PYR XXX’S AND OOO’S!; Terrie Strom
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED: GCH KAROLASKA TOR MARIPOSA REINA; John & Marilyn Parke, Kimberly Kentopp
SELECT DOG: GCH R PYR LONE STAR GAMBLER!; Terrie Strom
SELECT BITCH: CH KAROLASKA TRES JOLIE D’ARNAULT CGC; Linda Whisenhunt, Kimberly Kentopp
AWARDS OF MERIT: GCH EUZKALZALE MONT VALIER CGC TKN; Linda Whisenhunt
GCH EUZKALZALE WHICH WITCH? NOT THIS BITCH! CGC; Kimberly Burns, Terry Denney-Combs
BEST OF BREED OWNER HANDLER: GCH R PYR LONE STAR GAMBLER!; Terrie Strom
BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR: R PYR HUMBLE AND KIND!; Terrie Strom
BEST PUPPY: R PYR XXX’S AND OOO’S!; Terri Strom
BEST VETERAN: GCH EUZKALZALE WHICH WITCH? NOT THIS BITCH! CGC; Kimberly Burns, Terry Denney-Combs
WINNERS DOG: TOR PORTHOS POUR LA REINE; John Parke, Andrew Parks
RESERVE WINNERS DOG: EUZKALZALE BAYOU BOOGALOO BLUES; Terry Denney-Combs
WINNERS BITCH: R PYR XXX’S AND OOO’S!; Terrie Strom
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: R PYR KIBO; Valerie Austin, Terrie Strom

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: MR. FRANK POLIMENI
BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: R PYR DIESEL; Darren Clark
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: R PYR XXX’S AND OOO’S; Terrie Strom

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: MR. FRANK POLIMENI
BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: GCH EUZKALZALE WHICH WITCH? NOT THIS BITCH! CGC; Kimberly Burns, Terry Denney-Combs